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Abstract: Since the number of fires in the world is rising rapidly, automatic fire
detection is getting more and more interest in computer vision community. Instead
of the usual inefficient sensors, captured videos by video surveillance cameras can
be analyzed to quickly detect fires and prevent damages. This paper presents an
early fire-alarm raising method based on image processing. The developed work
is able to discriminate fire and non-fire pixels. Fire pixels are identified thanks to a
rule-based color model built in the PJF color space. PJF is a newly designed color
space that enables to better reflect the structure of the colors. The rules of the
model are established through examining the color nature of fire. The proposed
fire color model is assessed over the largest dataset in the literature collected
by the authors and composed of diverse fire images and videos. While considering
color information only, the experimental findings of detecting flame pixels candi-
dates are promising. The suggested method achieves up to 99.8% fire detection
rate and 8.59% error rate. A comparison with the state-of-the-art color models
in different color spaces is also carried out to prove the performance of the model.
Based on the color descriptor, the developed approach can accurately detect fire
areas in the scenes and accomplish the best compromise between true and false
detection rates.
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1 Introduction

Throughout history, fire has always played an essential but conflictual role: on the one hand fire has
enabled to improve the conditions of everyday life, protecting humans and developing industry, on the
other hand it has represented a danger to be defended against. Indeed, fire is one of the most grave
calamities in the world that often lead to economic, ecological and social damages by endangering
people’s lives [1,2]. According to the study of fire disasters provided by the Center of Fire Statistics
(CTIF), over than 4.5 million fires in total with at least 30 000 fatalities and 51 000 injuries are reported
in 2018 [3]. Furthermore, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) announced
that burned surfaces in the world represent about 350 million hectares every year, more than 11 hectares
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per second. These indicators point out the need to devote more attention to the control and prevention of fire-
related accidents. Taking all this into account, it can no longer be denied that fire detection research is of great
importance. Early suggested solutions relied mainly on ion, optical or infrared sensors that explore some
fire’s properties, such as temperature, smoke, particle, radiation, vapor. These traditional fire alarm
systems were widely used in the past while currently their practical efficiency has degraded due to many
shortcomings [4]. Recently, Video Fire Detection (VFD) has been seen as one of the most promising
candidates. With the speedy evolution of digital cameras and image processing techniques, there has been
an outstanding surge towards replacing sensor based fire detection systems with VFD ones. This
technology analyzes captured videos searching for fire using computer vision analytical algorithms.
That’s why, VFD systems offer several advantages over traditional ones. Firstly, they are based on video
surveillance cameras which are already mounted everywhere and have a steady dropping price. In these
circumstances, it would be wise to develop a device for detecting fire using this equipment at no cost.
Moreover, vision based techniques can be simply embedded into existing systems to empower more
efficient solutions. Secondly, the delay of response is shorter than sensors, since the camera does not need
to wait for the particles diffusion. Thirdly, as video camera is a volume sensor, VFD has the ability to
potentially monitor different kinds of vast and open spaces creating a better opportunity of early fire
detection. Fourthly, the captured video images can embed valuable information such as color, texture,
shape, dimensions, position which promotes substantially the fire detection and analysis. Finally, in case
of an alarm, the human operator has the possibility to check the presence of fire remotely by reviewing
the recorded scenes. Even, the cause of the fire can be discerned [5,6].

Video fire detection is getting increasingly the researchers interest. However, it is still a challenge to
build a robust fire detection system capable to work efficiently in all possible real world scenarios. This is
because of the complex and non-static structure of the fire flame, as well as the real time constraint. As a
matter of fact, fire flame is characterized by its dynamic form and changing intensity. Besides, though
flame color varies always in the red-yellow range, it can be a misleading feature since many objects may
have similar appearances, such as fireworks lights, moving red objects, the sun, which may lead to false
alarm detections. Undoubtedly, overcoming these challenges depends considerably on the reliability of
the fire detection method. Generally, VFD techniques exploit the color, form, texture and movement
signatures of the fire area [7–12]. The color is the most distinct feature widely used to distinguish pixels
belonging to a candidate flame region. Using a color-based model is the initial and crucial step for almost
all works but it is explored in different color spaces [13,14]. The commonly used are Red Green Blue
(RGB), YUV, YCbCr, Hue Saturation Value (HSV) and CIE L*a*b*. Our work is encouraged by the fact
that, up to now, no color space has been considered as the perfect reference for fire flame detection.
Throughout this paper, we present a color-based model in PJF color space. PJF is an emerging color
space showing promising results in computer vision [15]. The developed technique establishes rules to
determine flame colored pixels. An experimental comparison with some existing color models in the
literature shows that: the classification accuracy of the fire pixels is enhanced by the suggested algorithm,
while the error rate is greatly reduced. To be able to manage real-world fire scenarios, we have built an
image dataset and a video dataset by downloading fire video clips and images from the public available
fire datasets. This tested data is much larger than those used by other researchers.

We should mention that this work is dedicated for only discussing fire color model to extract flame
colored pixels. Color models cannot distinguish between fire and fire-like pixels. We agree that further
analysis should be applied on the detected regions, but it is a problem by itself, which is not considered
in this paper. An extension of this work was addressed in [16], providing a complete VFD system.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines literature works using color-based models for fire
detection. Section 3 presents the proposed model. Experimental findings and their analysis are provided in
Section 4. To sum up, Section 5 concludes the work and exhibits its perspectives.
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2 Related Works

The number of documents dealing with VFD in the literature has exponentially increased [1]. According
to many researches, shape, color, and movements of the fire area are pertinent features. Fire has a very distinct
color, which passes from red through yellow and up to white. Based on color properties, the state-of-the-art
techniques can be categorized into three classes.

We would like to mention that we only deal with color models in this work.

2.1 Methods Based on Distribution

In these methods, the fire pixels colors are supposed to be concentrated in particular areas of the color
space, and so, the probability distribution functions are built by training the model with a set of fire images. A
pixel is considered as fire if it belongs to the predetermined color probability distribution. The already
developed works differ depending on the used color space, components plane, distribution model, etc.
Reference [17] shows that possible fire-pixel values constitute a 3D points cloud in the RGB color
system. The cloud is represented using a Gaussian mixture model with 10 Gaussian distributions. In the
work of [18], a probabilistic approach for fire detection in RGB color space is proposed. The authors
suppose that the distribution of the color channels of every fire pixel is independent and can be described
by a unimodal Gaussian model. If the total pixel color probability distribution exceeds a threshold, it is
considered as a flame. The Gaussian model presented in [19] assumes that a pixel is considered as a
flame pixel, if the red component’s value is greater than the green one, and the green one is higher than
the blue one. This model is used to calculate the mean value of the pixel intensities in a fire frame area.
Reference [20] uses RGB color space, too, assuming that once the flame blows up, the pixel’s Gaussian
distribution instantly bounds from low to high mean value. Wang et al. in [21] propose a Gaussian model
for the Cb and Cr distributions in the YCbCr color space supposing that fire pixels take higher values in
the Cr channel than in the Cb one. The authors in [22] use also the YCbCr color model to demonstrate
that Cr and Cb have their own normal distribution characteristics relative to Y. Statistical characteristics
are calculated from the obtained distribution function to identify the occurrence of fire.

2.2 Methods Based on Features

For this type of approaches, the color intensities of the pixel are considered as features to categorize
pixels as fire and non-fire. In Reference [23], the chrominance components a* and b* of the CIE L*a*b*
color space are provided as features to the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm. In [24], the values of the
pixel color as well as its first and second derivatives are exploited to produce a covariance matrix. Pixel
features, which are the elements of the matrix, are fed to a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
Authors in [25], explain the advantage of YCbCr color model used for the SVM-based classification.
Jiang, in [6], obtains better classification in L*a*b* color space using the Radial Basis Function (RBF)
SVM kernel. Other works use Bag-of-Features (BoF) such as [26] who proposes combining RGB and
Hue Saturation Lightness (HSL) color spaces for color feature extraction and then uses the BoF to
calculate the classification rate for fire presence. Also [27] suggests to use the BoF in the YUV color
model for its fire detection approach. Bow Fire method, described in [28], classifies YCbCr pixel values
using the Naive Bayes and the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) during the color classification step.

2.3 Methods Based on Rules

The majority of the works on flame color pixel detection are rules based. They combine rules or
thresholds on a color space. Rule-based fire detection methods are the fastest and the simplest. RGB is
among the oldest and most used color spaces for fire detection since nearly all cameras capture videos in
RGB space. In Reference [29], Chen defines three rules using a combination of the RGB and the HSI
color spaces to identify flame pixel color. Çelik et al. propose two methods for fire pixel detection in the
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RGB color space [30,31]. Several equations are developed imposing conditions on the normalized R, G, B
components values. In [32], authors exploit the YUV color space to detect the candidate fire pixels from the
Y channel of the video data. Then, the chrominance information of the extracted pixels are examined to
decide whether they are fire or not. Assuming that chrominance information is not affected by the
illumination variations, Çelik avoid working on a combination of illuminance and chrominance such in
RGB and choose the chrominance channels. That’s why, in [33], a color model composed of rules in the
YCbCr color space is developed. Other color spaces are also exploited such as the CIE L*a*b* in the
work of [34]. The motivation for using this color space is its perceptual uniformity, hence it helps to
better represent color information of fire than other color spaces. The HSI color space is also used since it
imitates the color detection properties of the human visual system. As example, the work of [35] where
rules are established to select fire pixel for brighter and darker environments. Many other works are
developed based on a combination of color spaces, we can cite [36] where six rules applied on the RGB
and YUV components are presented, [37] where RGB, HSV and YCbCr rule-based models are combined
and [38] where rules are elaborated in RGB, HSI and YUV.

To sum up, after a comparison with the related works cited above, we perceive that there is no single
color system defined as a standard for the detection of fire flames. For that, we aim to exploit new
emerging color spaces that have already shown promising results to provide a color-based model for fire
detection.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 RGB to PJF Color Space Conversion

RGB format is the most provided output by video surveillance cameras, however, for better data output
representation, other color spaces are used. The first step in our method is the conversion from RGB to PJF
color space. PJF imitates the concept of L*a*b* by converting the R, G and B color channels into novel ones
to better describe the organization of the colors with a low color calibration error. The brightness is expressed
as a single variable and the color is expressed with two variables: one that goes from blue to yellow and the
other from green to red, noting that vectors remain inside the RGB color cube [15]. The variable P measures
the brightness magnitude by computing the root sum of the squared values, J measures the relative amounts
of red and green and F measures the relative amounts of yellow and blue. Given RGB data, the P, J and F
equations are expressed below [15]:

P ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðR2 þ G2 þ B2Þ

p
(1)

J ¼ R� G (2)

F ¼ Rþ G� B (3)

The color components generated by Eqs. (1)–(3) are illustrated in Fig. 1 [15]. Fig. 2 displays the 3D
color distribution of the PJF color space where P, J and F channels are quantized into 26 levels.

Figure 1: The PJF color space channels: P, J and F
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3.2 Proposed Rule-Based Color Model for Fire Detection

Through this work, we propose to build a simple and efficient rule-based color model to locate possible
fire areas in images (namely fire regions and fire-like regions). It should be used in VFD system followed by a
more refined analysis to separate between fire and fire-like regions [16]. A fire in an image can be defined
based on its chromatic attributes, which can be represented with simple mathematical formulations.
Fig. 3, shows fire images and their P, J, F color channels. It helps to understand how PJF color channels
represent fire pixels. Based on these ascertainments, we establish, in this work, rules for the PJF color
model to detect fire regions.

Figure 2: The PJF 3D color distribution

Figure 3: RGB fire images and their corresponding P, J and F color components
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This choice is made to de-correlate luminance and chrominance aiming to avoid illumination changes
effects, while gathering the pertinent chrominance information (fire pixel colors) in a small number of
components. Therefore, defining a color model that exploits the chrominance channels is more
meaningful for the structure of the flame colors. As explained previously, the chroma components J and F
can measure the relative amounts of red and yellow respectively which are the two bounds of the fire
color range. Based on the color nature of fire, two ascertainments can be discerned:

1/The fire pixel is consistently with high saturation in Red channel (R) which means,

R.RT ; (4)

RT indicates the threshold value of R component.

2/For every fire pixel, the Red channel’s value (R) is higher than the Green one (G), and the Green
channel’s value is higher than the Blue one (B) which can be translated to,

R � G.B (5)

From Eqs. (2)–(4), the following formulation can be deduced :

F. 2RT � J � B (6)

Depending on Eq. (5) and fire pixels color characteristics, it is obvious that the Blue channel value is
negligible compared to Red and Green channels. Thus, the Eq. (6) can be refined by omitting the Blue
channel value to obtain:

F.FT � J ; (7)

FT = 2RT denotes the threshold value of F component.

The examination of Eqs. (2), (3) and (5) can also lead the following:

F � J (8)

J � 0 (9)

F � 0 (10)

Based on these equations and verified by an analysis of many fire images, the subsequent rule is built to
detect a candidate pixel Pix:

Pixðx; yÞ ¼ Fire; ðF.FT Þ \ ðJ � 0Þ
non Fire; otherwise

�
(11)

with FT is the empirically fixed threshold value of the F component, (x, y) is the spatial position in the image.

Aiming to statistically validate the developed model, the subsequent policy was applied. A set of RGB
images, collected from the public fire datasets, is manually segmented to recognize fire sections. Segmented
areas are then converted to PJF color space. Fig. 4a shows a sample of fire-color pixels distribution and then
Fig. 4b draws the used images samples fire pixels projection in the PJF space. It is obvious, that the color
variation of the fire pixels can be thresholded in the J and F components unlike the P component. The
classification of the fire pixel regions is achieved by using two linear lines whose equations are already
mentioned in Eq. (11) and which are depicted as blue lines in Fig. 5. We can use these regions to
differentiate fire pixels candidates from non-fire. The effectiveness of this color space lies in its ability to
separate color components, essentially J and F. From the (J–F) plane drawn in Fig. 5, we can validate the
accuracy of the obtained model. Since this plane condenses the fire color information in one
representation (the relative amounts of yellow and red colors), the estimation of the fire color variation
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boundaries becomes precise. It is discernible that the obtained area (area bounded by the blue lines in Fig. 5)
contains just the colors corresponding to fire color range. Hence, the threshold FT value can be deduced and
FT ¼ 240.

4 Evaluation of the Proposed Model Performances

In this section, experiments are conducted in order to assess the performances of the proposed method. A
comparison with color models in different color spaces, cited in the literature, is also carried out.

4.1 Datasets

The color model should be validated on different video sequences and images captured in diverse
environmental conditions, such as, indoor, outdoor, daytime and nighttime. The dataset used in the
experiments should be of different resolutions, frame rates, and may be shoot by a non-stationary camera.

Figure 4: (a) Example of fire-color cloud in PJF space, (b) projection of images samples fire pixels in the
PJF color

Figure 5: Fire pixels region boundaries in (J–F) plane
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In the state-of-the-art, no standard benchmark image/video fire dataset is openly available. For this reason,
we have collected samples from public image and video fire datasets. We tried to put in the majority of the
real world scenarios with stationary and dynamic backgrounds such as forest fire, indoor fire, outdoor open
space fire. Potential false alarms examples consisting of no flame but flame-like colors such as sunset, car
lights, fire-colored objects are also included. The total number of the tested images is 251 996. The built
data is much larger than those used by other researchers. It is composed of 3 fire image datasets: Bow
Fire [39], Fire images [40] and Fismo [41]; and 6 fire video datasets: Bilkent [42], FireVid [43], Mivia
[44], Rescuer [45], KMUIndoor_outdoor_flame [46], RabotVideos [47].

4.2 Experimental Results

All the experiments are achieved on an Intel i7-2670QM CPU@ 2.20 GHz, 4.0GB of RAM, Windows-
64bits. The collected dataset is used to benchmark the performance of our method. Ground truth images are
calculated manually. Coding is achieved using the OpenCV/C++ library. Fig. 6 illustrates some fire detection
results by testing the developed PJF model on different video sequences. It shows sample images, and their
binary results computed using Eq. (11). Fig. 6d shows results of combining these binary outputs with the
AND operator. The detected fire regions are displayed in Fig. 6e. It is remarkable that candidate areas
including fire and fire-like colored regions (such as the firefighter wearing fire-color uniform and cap or
the sunset view in images 5 and 6 of Fig. 6) are successfully extracted. Therewith, the detection is
accomplished without missing results, which emphasizes the performance of the method. It should be
notable that missing a fire is more costly than launching a false alarm. Besides, scenes are filmed in
different environments and weather conditions (indoor, outdoor, forest, daytime and nighttime),
nonetheless, regions of interest are efficaciously detected. From Fig. 6, we can also confirm that fire pixel
detection is well performing despite the luminosity changes thanks to the illumination independence of
the PJF color space. Tab. 1 outlines the evaluation metrics values of the suggested method. The rule-
based model is tested on the variable video sequences of the dataset. Ft is the total video sequence frames
number, Ff is the fire frames number, and Fc is the number of frames properly identified as fire images
by the suggested method (including fire and fire-like areas). FP and FN represent, respectively, the
number of false positive and false negative video images. False positive denotes non-fire areas wrongly
identified as fire. False negative refers to the fire regions wrongly rejected by the system. The rate of
detecting fire successfully in a video using the Eq. (12) is named detection rate Rd. False alarm rate Rf is
calculated by Eq. (13). It indicates the rate of identifying fire in a non-fire frame.

Rd ¼ Fc

Ft
(12)

Rf ¼ FP

Ft
(13)

The average detection rate achieved is 0.995 with the test sequences shown in Tab. 1 which demonstrates
the efficiency of the PJF color model in detecting the fire regions correctly (proved by high values of Fc in
Tab. 1). As well, the average false alarm rate is around 0.026 leading to a low error rate of the method. The
false negative detection rates are obtained due to the presence of tiny fire regions on initial combustion or of
intensive smoke regions in the scene. It is clear from Fig. 6 and Tab. 1 that the suggested method can work
properly in diverse environments, which is very crucial for a performant fire detection system.
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For better assessment, we conduct experiments to compare our method is with some state-of-the-art
methods. These related works are the main color-based models for fire detection proposed in different color
spaces as summarized in Tab. 2. References [29,38] use rules in combined color spaces while the others
develop rules in single color spaces. In Fig. 7, detection outputs of different methods applied on Bow Fire
dataset are drawn. Compared to ground truth images, it is clear that the proposed model has pertinent
abilities to extract fire regions. It outperforms the models using RGB color space proposed in [29,31].

Figure 6: Application of Eq. (11) rules to images samples
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The performance enhancement is expected since PJF color space does not meet the pixel values
correlation and the luminance-chrominance dependence. It has also better performance than [38] model,
which operates in three powerful color spaces RGB, YUV and HSI. Despite YCbCr and YUV ability to
discriminate luminance from chrominance information as well as PJF color space, the latter’s model have
better results thanks to its colors structure that highlights the colors of fire in the (J–F) plane. Fig. 8
gathers the evaluation metrics values of some related fire detection works and the proposed one. The

Table 1: Evaluation metrics values for fire detection using the proposed method

Video sequence Ft Ff Fc FP FN Rd Rf Picture sample

forest4.avi 219 219 219 0 0 1 0

controlled2.avi 246 246 246 0 0 1 0

fireVid_004.mp4 4788 4081 4780 699 0 0.998 0.14

fireVid_010.mp4 4950 4948 4950 2 0 1 0

fire9.avi 255 255 249 0 6 0.976 0

fire15.avi 244 244 244 0 0 1 0

flame3.avi 613 613 613 0 0 1 0

outdoor_night_10m_gasoline_CCD_002.avi 1298 1298 1298 0 0 1 0

rescuer_016.mp4 170 145 167 22 0 0.982 0.12

rescuer_028.mp4 364 364 364 0 0 1 0

Table 2: Description of the used color spaces in the related methods

Method Color detection

[29] RGB, HSI

[35] HSI

[31] RGB

[33] YCbCr

[34] L*a*b*

[5] YUV

[38] RGB,YUV,HSI
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overall results are presented after testing on the entire collected dataset. For true positive (TP) rate, our model
is ranked third after [5,38] work with a value of 0.731. Besides, for true negative (TN) rate, it achieves a rate
of 0.949. Both False rates, FP and FN, are also reduced with the PJF color model with a value of 0.050 and
0.268 respectively. This demonstrates our method effectiveness to discriminate between fire and non-fire
colors without missing results. Furthermore, our algorithm affords the best trade-off between true rates
(TP and TN) on one side and false rates (FP and FN) on the other. Relatively to FP and FN rates,
precision and recall values in Fig. 8 are 0.639 and 0.731. The top values are, respectively, 0.671 with
[31] and 0.823 with [38]. Indeed, compared to the other works, the obtained values of precision and
recall are quite respectable. According to Fig. 8, [35] has very close results to the proposed method since
the color spaces used in these works are HSI and PJF which have abilities to imitate the human visual
system color sensing properties. Despite this, [35]’s color model is built based on an experimental
analysis of 70 fire images. It relies on many thresholds computed from a small dataset, which makes it
very dependent on the choice of the images. These thresholds values vary also depending on the
environment luminance; the authors developed two models for brighter and darker environment without
proposing any method to distinguish environment luminance. On the contrary, our work justifies all the
used rules in the model. Besides that, it works on a large set of images for different environment
luminance to prove its high performance. For the accuracy, the suggested algorithm’s value is relevantly
high with 0.914 as well as the weighted harmonic mean F-score with 0.610. The obtained error rate with
a value of 0.085 is the lowest among the underlying literature works. Not to forget that the proposed
method is based on the color information only. In addition, from Fig. 9, the model can identify fire pixels
from test images within 0.19 s, which seems very promising. It exceeds the works of [35,38]. The
method [31] has the lowest average time consumed for fire detection; however, its detection results are
not too accurate, as shown in Fig. 7. For the accuracy and the error rate values in Fig. 8, [31] is
surpassed by our proposed model.

To conclude, using this model in a hybrid system, which combines other information such as motion,
geometry, texture, etc. with the color, should evidently improve the fire detection results by differentiating
accurately fire region from fire-like areas in the scenes [16].

Figure 7: Comparison of the detection results of the developed model and different literature models applied
on the Bow Fire image samples dataset
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5 Conclusion

In this work, we present a new color based model for fire detection in the PJF color space. The developed
method is able to separate between fire and non-fire pixels. The performance of this model is mainly thanks to
the capacity of the PJF color space to de-correlate luminance and chrominance and concentrate fire colors
range in its J and F components. In this work, the largest dataset in the literature is collected to assess the
color model. It is tested on 251 996 image samples achieving up to 99.8% detection rate and 8.59% error
rate. Experimental outcomes prove that the PJF model outperforms related models. Its main contribution
is its ability to accomplish the best compromise between true and false detection rates. The performance
of the method will be further improved by considering Deep Learning methods to build a robust fire
detection system.

Figure 8: Comparison of the calculated evaluation metrics of fire detection using the proposed color model
and literature models

Figure 9: Comparison of the calculated average time for fire detection in second per frame using the
proposed color model literature models
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